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Greetings from psychic, medium Kelly Bowman. I am your
host and organizer of The Gift of Light Expos. We are
extremely pleased to have you for another fun-filled and
empowering weekend. Please enjoy all the seminars and
classes you can handle, along with the gifted people filling
these booths. We have strategically chosen the vendors and
the speakers all for a higher learning experience. May the
Grace of the Angels follow you always and enjoy the show.
Psychic, Kelly Bowman: “Living in the Vortex” How does your mind work when it
comes to your senses? You are able to use your brain waves to get the information you
need to help yourself in your daily life. Psychic functions in your brain and how to tap
into it. Messages will be given. “Brain Triggers” and how they Rule Your World”
Senses, Third Eye and the Chakras, Depression, Colors, and everything you consume is
what you think and become. Allow yourself to take note of these brain triggers and use
them to the best of your ability. How to identify and conquer! Feng Shui and how it
effects us all. Get into the vortex and stay there! Ask a Psychic, one question per guest.
“Cosmic Ray” Keller - “Venus Rising”: A Concise History of the
Second Planet I will be presenting on my new book, "Venus Rising: A
Concise History of the Second Planet," Headline Books, 2015, all about
the Venusians among us and their mission here on Earth.

Kathleen Moore - “Messages from Spirit” and “Gallery Readings” Kathleen is a psychic medium, clairvoyant, spiritual counselor and
ordained minister. She has shared her gift with many people over
the last 25+ years. Kathleen takes pride in being able to help people
connect to their loved ones. Kathleen also is an intuitive coach and
clairvoyant. Kathleen grew up in British Columbia and moved to the
United States in 1985. Kathleen knew at a young age that she saw
the world differently. This is a gift that she feels she's been given to
help others along their spiritual journey. She started professional readings at 18
and feels great honor in reading for her clients. Kathleen can share her gift many
ways; private readings, gallery readings, house cleansing and motivational speaking
events.
Melinda Carver: “Love Magic!” Everyone wants to love and to be
loved. People ask when they will meet their Soul Mate or how they
can fix their current relationship, or how to get out of one! Explore
the magic that will assist you to attract love into your life or to add
excitement into your current love relationships. “Law of Attraction”
- Have your attempts to work the Law of Attraction fallen flat? Learn what
has been sabotaging you from getting what you want. Explore methods to
really work LOA to transform your life. Examples will include LOA for love, career &
prosperity.

Steven Barr: Working with your Stones - Are rocks, gems,
minerals. precious, semi-precious stones just rocks? Do they
have healing qualities? Can they fix things? Or... are they just
cool, pretty, decorative Bling! Come join Steven to learn more
about ROCKS! Each stone can teach you something about it.
Each stone has a purpose and a meaning. Steve will help you
identify your rock and what it does for YOU! A Fun Class!
Vanessa Salazar: “HOW TO CALL UPON AND AWAKEN YOUR
COMMUNICATION WITH ANGELS”
“HEALING PAST LIVES TO ALIGN WITH YOUR SOUL’S PURPOSE”
During the “How To Call Upon And Awaken Your Communication With
Angels” workshop, Vanessa will speak about her experiences with angels
and how they have helped her and continue to do so. She will then take
you on a guided meditation to call on your angelic team; a meditation that
you can later use on your own. Vanessa will also channel and transmit an angelic clearing,
activation, and healing for all that attend the workshop
During the “Healing Past Lives To Align With Your Soul’s Purpose” workshop, Vanessa will
explain how past life situations can continue to interfere and create illness, pain and
energetic blockages preventing you from aligning with your soul’s purpose in your current
lifetime. For all those that attend the workshop, Vanessa will channel and place an
energetic stargate pyramid in the room, call on archangels to assist in healing and letting
go one of your own past lives as long as it’s approved by your own Higher Self and spirit
team.
Vanessa is an accredited registered member of the International Practitioners of Holistic
Medicine professionally offering her services to clients since 2009 as a psychic medium,
paranormal investigator, alternative holistic practitioner, and spiritual mentor; clearing and
releasing negative energy, attachments from homes, objects and people. Depending on
the client or situation, she uses different techniques. She connects and channels divine
universal energies; angels, guides, light beings, energies from sacred sites anchoring them
to promote healing and empowering others by directing energy where needed to bring
about positive change. She’s also certified in numerous holistic therapies such as Usui
Reiki, Kundalini Reiki, Imara Reiki, Integrated Energy Therapy, Metatronia Therapy, The
Angels of Atlantis, and more. She is also a Deeksha Oneness Blessing Giver. Workshops
are also given and taught in a group setting or to individuals.

Thomas Putman: “The New Crystal grids and Pyramid world!”
Thomas has experienced many lives on this planet working with Higher
energies. He has spent more than thirty years living and studying in various
Sacred sites around the world, such as Luxor Egypt, Mount Shasta, Sedona,
Romania, and Mexico. Currently he is using his knowledge and experience
working with sacred geometric patterns, crystal grids, stones and copper
pyramids to transmute lower energies into Higher frequencies.

Camille Jarmuz - “Weight Release & Age Reversal Hypnosis” Camille
holds a BA in Psychology from Canisius College of Buffalo, NY and is
Certified by the National Guild of Hypnotists of Merrimack, NH, as a
Certified Consulting Hypnotist and an active member of the
International Hypnosis Federation of Rancho Palos Verdes, CA as a
Spiritual Counselor Specialist. Camille travels North America offering
Keynote Motivational Speeches and Transformational Healing
Weekend Programs. She also offers group classes and one-on-one sessions for
Transformational Intuitive Hypnosis, Reiki, Divine Guidance Readings and
Healings, and Intuitive Healing Facials via phone, skype and office appointments in
Williamsville, New York.
Terrilyn Long: “Spiritual Cleansing - and energy cleansing process”
The spiritual cleansing process used by industry recognized healer Terri
Long is all about lovingly removing any negative energies that do not align
with your true self. These types of energies can manifest in many ways
and no two clients are alike. Contact Terri to discuss your situation and see
which of her services would be the best fit for you. Terri has a wealth of knowledge from
some of the most recognized training facilities in the industry including The School of
Healing and Prophecy facilities by Fellowships of the Spirit in Lily Dale New York. She
also is a certified Usui and Karuna Reiki Master having trained with William Lee Rand’s
International Center for Reiki Training and is a current and active member of the
International Reiki Association.
Hank Setela: “Do you hear the call of the Shaman?” Discover the magic
of the Paqo tradition from the Q'ero people of peru. Taste the power of
ceremony as Hank Setala opens the sacred space calling out to the
elements of Earth, Water, Wind and Sun. Hank will give an overview of
the nature mystic tradition of Peru which has inspired and changed his
life and share an energetic tool to participants that they can take away
from the talk and use immediately for their own healing, inner growth and
transmutation. Hank Setala trained under don Zane Curfman, author of Inka Mountain
Magic and has a private practice in Lakewood Ohio combining his gives as an intuitive
and healer with the power of ceremony and sound healing. Learn more about Hank on
his website www.HankSetala.com

Joe Estes: “Tarot and Oracle Decks 101” - Come have fun with Joe
and learn the basics of tarot cards. Joe has been practicing witchcraft since
May 1991. I have always known when things would happen or how certain
events would turn out. His purpose was to make me stop ignoring my gifts
as a naturally intuitive psychic and healer. I am offering you my services as a
natural intuitive psychic and healer. Deep down we all have a need to know.
Let me help you with questions about your life, health, lover, children, parents, siblings,
work, money, animal companions.

Patti Tatro - “The Power of Vision - 3 Keys to Mastering Your
Results Create A Life You Truly Love Living ” - The Power of
Vision - 3 Keys to Mastering Your Results Create A Life You Truly Love
Living This is a dynamic and experiential workshop where you can get
crystal clear on your dreams and goals, and learn the 3 most
important keys for turning your dreams into reality. Discover: The 2
'Hidden" Signals the Universe is Sending You RIGHT NOW! The Most
Powerful Question You Can Ask Yourself. The 3 Most Common "Dream Traps" & How to
Avoid Them. Bio: As a Certified Transformational Coach and Master Energy Healer, Patti
Tatro can help you design and manifest a life that's in harmony with your soul's purpose.
Patti has 40 years experience as a Healthcare Professional, has devoted three decades to
practicing and implementing transformational success principles and is Licensed/Certified
in many alterative healing modalities. Patti is an inspiring speaker, passionate educator,
energy healer and highly sought after Transformational Coach.
Diana Stahl: “Balancing Auras and Chakras” Explore how the universal
energy is effecting you and the people around you. Find out how you can
protect yourself and your family from harmful energies. This class will
help you become prepared for the new energies. Dianna Stahl is an
internationally known speaker, medical intuitive and bio field analyst.
She has been featured on local radio and television.
Rev. Liz Madsen - “Animal & Spirit Guides” Animal Communicator and Bach
Flower Specialist. Does your pet have issues with aggression? How about
wetting or pooing where it isn't supposed to? How about fear... Liz can help
you in these informative classes how to care for yourself and your pet to
bring your pet and your home into synergy. Bach Flowers are a natural
remedy that deals with your emotional and health issues. Flower essences
are dilute extracts of the blossoms of various plants and flowers. These essences interact
at the cellular level and help balance emotions and restore a feeling of comfort and calm.
Momentum 98: “Using Far Infrared Therapy for Chi-Gong Energy We
have 2 new free books for you! Learn the many health benefits of far
infrared which has helped thousands of people lose weight, reduce pain,
detoxify and clear their minds. These are just the beginning, there are
also many studies on the effects of far infrared on Lymes, cancer, Autism,
healing diabetic ulcers and more.

Caren Truske: “Frequency Rising: Raising and Maintaining a Higher
Vibration” Caren Truske, MS, RScP is a professional member of the
Educational Kinesiology Foundation (Edu-K) and a certified Brain
Gym®, Optimal Brain Organization (OBO), and Vision Circles
Instructor and Educational Consultant. Founder of Learning Moves
LLC., Caren combines 18 years of Brain Gym® and Developmental Reflex
Integration with over 30 years of teaching and coaching. For private sessions,
courses, workshops, presentations, consultation and more contact Caren.
Bonni Korchok: “Let’s talk Bugs” Remedies for your health. We
exclusively use GF7 Bed Bug Eliminator. GF7's All-Natural, essential-oil
based, child and pet safe* formula not only has a 100% kill rate from
through adults, it has a residual effect that continues to kill and repel bed
bugs for 30 days. A good way to make sure you never have to deal with
sleepless nights, or bites, again is to spray your baseboards once a month
to continue to repel any bugs who went into the walls. You can also use this spray on
luggage when traveling, or on the hotel beds, and on children's backpacks (which is a
common way to bring them home).

Rian Dean: “Empathic Empowerment Training” - Healing from
wholeness. I believe in the spiritual heart of faith--the experience of
humility, wonder, and transcendence. I see human beings as one small
part of a vast natural order, with the Cosmos itself made conscious in
us. I reject the idea of a person- god, but believe that the holy is made
manifest in all that exists. Consequently, I have a strong commitment to
protecting the sacred web of life in which and from which we have our existence. There
is only one of us. Consciousness does not arise from matter, matter arises from
consciousness that we may experience who we choose to be in every moment. We are
an infinite being experiencing an infinite number of unique expressions of who we
choose to be, in every moment of now.
Rev. Mary Haeberle: “Evidential Mediumship Gallery Readings”
graduated from two renowned schools of mediumship. She was ordained
through Fellowships of the spirit , school of healing and prophecy, Lily
Dale New York. Mary also graduated from The Inner Spiritual Center in
New Jersey, where she honed her skills in evidential mediumship. She has
taken numerous classes to heighten and expand her abilities to connect
to your friends and loved ones in spirit and to help you connect with your
inner self. Mary is known for her compassionate and accurate messages from spirit.
Messages often contain past, present and future information. She offers Private Readings
by Skype or Phone, Reading Parties, Gallery readings, and Numerous Healing Techniques.
Healing Techniques include: Energy Healing, Restructuring/Past Life Regression, NLP and
all forms of Mediumship. Mary first became aware of her connection to spirit, many
years ago, when her dear friend Patricia, passed/transformed into spirit. She began to
hear her, through her inner spirit voice, and few weeks later.

Jedi Hill: 'Discover how to utilize your body to change your
mental and emotional state' During this class you will learn
various analog hacks to your body to change your biochemistry
(neurotransmitters and hormones) to change your mood and then
you thoughts by learning how your body works so you may go
from fight or flight back to rest and digest in minutes instead of
staying stressed by life's events. Bio The Alchemist Jedi was raised in the
country. He has been meditating and learning about various science and cultures
since 5 years old. As he was growing up he decided to become a boy scout
where the motto is "be Prepared" an the slogan is 'do a good turn daily'.
Scouting has had a big influence on his life and it fueled his love of learning.
Education is such an important thing in our lives it is the simplest way to
improve who we are as individuals. To date he has read 1000's of books on many
varying topics ranging from religion, philosophy, psychology, medicine,
neuroscience, physics, history, self-improvement and much more.
Lawra and Tim Lebzelter: “CBD 101” - Learn the basics
on CBD from Hemp, how it works, and how it effects the
body. There will also be a Q & A section for any specific
CBD topics. CBD hemp oil is made from high-CBD, lowTHC hemp, unlike medical marijuana products, which
are usually made from plants with high concentrations of psychoactive
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). Because hemp contains only trace amounts of THC,
these hemp oil products are non-psychoactive. Don’t miss this seminar!
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Momma’s ROCKS Booth # 101

Booth Listings *More booths have been added since the printing of this program
101. Momma’s Rocks, LLC
102. Detoxify Your Life
103/104. Pagan Presence Inc.
105. The Grove Apothica
106. Arbonne
107. The Biomatgal
108. Spiritual Psychic Polly
109. Theresa Gross
110. Caren Truske
111. ERS Inc.
112. Brenda Harrington
201. Myaderm
202/203. Barrs’s Gems & Treasures
205. Meraki Mood
206. Rev Jane
208. Cosmic Creations World
209. VTrendz, LLC
211/311. Flutter-by Boutique
301. Runic Ashes
302. Melinda Carver
303. The Major Arcana
305. A1 Aura & Chakra Photo
306. The Healer’s Way
308. Readings By Elizabeth

309. Vanessa Salazar, Psychic Medium
401. WorldTrendz
402. The Oils Nurse, LLC- doTerra Essential Oils
403. Rian Dean
404. Inspired Life Solutions
405. Liz & Tracie Readings done with Love
406. Purium
407. The Reiki Healing Booth
408. Soul Sisters Evidential Meidums
409. Eckankar in Ohio
410/411. Universal Windows Direct
412. Village Craftsman & Bath Planet
504/505/506. Wolf Treasures
507. Aura Photos By judy
508. Natural Image Care
509. Rainbow
510. Sadye Mae’s Whispers of Love
511. Organic Thought
612. Marcia Maria Life, LLC
712. The Little Lark Company
808. Momentum 98
809. Raymond Keller
810. Your Mystic Moon
811. Kimberly Middleton Massage
812. Kathleen Moore, Psychic Medium & Gifts
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